Tory Martin
It is All in the Game: Jackie Robinson and the Initial Newspaper Coverage of his Integration of
Baseball
George Grella in Baseball and the American Dream, relays the cultural importance of
baseball in America quoting “Even in cold climates we know that if Opening Day has come,
spring cannot be far behind … because its long season extends to fall, baseball not only
introduces the fine weather but also holds off the forces of death, darkness, and sterility until its
World Series is over.”1 Baseball for Americans is seen as something tied closely into American
culture.2 For Jackie Robinson in his opening year with the Brooklyn Dodgers, it seemed that was
the one thing he was trying to achieve, being understood by the country.
Robinson was the first African American signed into the Major Leagues in 1945 and
played his first game in 1947 for the Brooklyn Dodgers.3 He was signed by Branch Rickey, who
was president of the Dodgers and a man that was trying to help with the integration of baseball.4
This research paper examines how the signing of Robinson and his crossing of the color line in
Major League Baseball was initially covered in newspaper outlets and in what ways. I
hypothesize that Robinson’s entry into the Major League will be covered through newspaper
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outlets throughout the use of derogatory language and racism. Robinson’s legacy is primarily one
of a positive light but I hypothesize that the initial reactions state otherwise.
To understand the impact of Robinson’s entry into Major League Baseball and how the
media initially covered the story, one must first understand the historical context of this event,
including the timeline and significance of the key players in it. Among the most important was
Branch Rickey, who had begun his work with the Dodgers in 1942.5 Rickey had wanted to start
integrating baseball from when he experienced discrimination of not allowing African
Americans in the stands of the Cardinals stadium where he had previously worked.6 This ties in
where the interest in Robinson enters, player number two. Rickey wanted someone who would
be talented enough to play but also had the personality to be “subjected to hostility and insults.”7
Dan W. Dodson, a sociologist, wrote “The Integration of Negroes in Baseball” in October of
1954, nine years after Robinsons entry.8 Dodson brought up a key idea of why Robinson was
chosen to become the first player to enter the MLB. Robinson was seen as the best fit African
American to be the front runner in this process due to his past experiences.9 Robinson had played
with and against whites before and Rickey saw that he would perform best under these racial
pressures.10 He also had attended college and UCLA and was a well educated and experienced
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man.11 These traits about Robinson made him the perfect candidate to be in this position. In
contrast to looking at Robinson’s entry based purely off of his athletic merit, Rickey’s focus was
tailored to find someone that would be able to fill this position based off of mainly their personal
characteristics in opposition to mainly athletic abilities. From the New York Age, on November 3,
1945 Robinson was discussed with language such as “Athlete and level-headed person that he is
reputed to be, he should be a success.”12 This attests to Robinsons reputation and his personality
of being looked at as the perfect person to handle this incredibly high tension position.
Another key aspect mapped out by Dodson was the climate of America at the time,
basically stating that America was in a race war. There were essentially three main humps at the
time that were causing this race problem in baseball. The players, the owners and the sports
writers, which will be together, player three. Dodson then explains how very quickly these things
needed to be changed if the integration of baseball would be possible.13
Todd Burroughs, who wrote about this topic in 1990, relayed this same message in his
article, “Black Press Led Way for Robinson’s Entry into Major Leagues.”14 Exemplifying what
the impact that newspapers had on the public was and how news was written to the country and
baseball fans as a whole. The Pittsburgh Courier, an African American newspaper outlet at the
time, was on the forefront of this idea of changing the climate relating towards the integration of
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baseball and the breaking of the color line.15 “There have been a whole lot of changes in the
thinking of Americans on the questions of color, creed and national origin in the past decade and
those who are living mentally in 1927 and physically in 1947 are daily finding their predictions
about race relations not coming true.”16
The climate in America was changing and Robinson was entering the MLB at what
seemed to be the perfect time. Chris Lamb wrote “Conspiracy of Silence of Sportswriters and the
Long Campaign to Desegregate Baseball” in 2012.17 Lamb laid out the events that led up to this
change and why this was able to happen. One major event discussed that happened prior to
Robinson’s entry was World War II ending in 1945. Lamb discusses the Double V Campaign
and its effects on Americans.18 The idea that if African Americans were fighting for the United
States then they deserved the right to play here as well.19 This adds insight into how the climate
in America was changing and Americans were becoming more acceptive of these ideas. The idea
that if African Americans were risking their lives overseas and then trying to be “Americans”
here was greatly disputed at the time that Robinson was breaking the color line and should be
considered in the research of how these newspapers were reacting to it.
Robinson was signed with the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1945 but played on their minor
league team the Montreal Royals for two years until being introduced onto the Dodgers in 1947.
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During the time between playing for the Royals and the Dodgers there was a lot of news

coverage of Robinson.21 He was written about by columnist John Crosby as, “The blackest black
man, as well as one of the handsomest, I ever saw.”22 Following his success in his first season
with the Royals and winning the Little World Series, language varied within the newspapers with
lines exemplifying praise with undermining racial ties for example Sam Maltin, for the
Pittsburgh Courier, on October 12th, 1946 wrote, “It was probably the only day in history that a
black man ran from a white mob with love instead of hare on his mind.”23 The wording of this is
interesting to analyze to see how Robinson was being praised but also infers that there were still
underlying tones hinting towards racism within the headline.
The idea of sports journalism playing a key part in the integration process of baseball is
covered greatly by historians in this field. Cyrus Saataz wrote an article in 2015, “Sports
Journalists as Gatekeepers of Cultural and Social Movements.” Basically stating that sports
journalism plays an integral part of significant news events of cultural significance.24 This idea of
sports journalism cannot be ignored in the research of Robinson breaking the color line through
its cultural significance. The Defender, an African American news source, published lines such
as, “They are bringing a new era of social justice into a game that is so much a part of the
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American culture and tradition.”25 The signing of Robinson cannot be seen as simply a change in
the Major Leagues but a change to American traditions and through newspapers publishing lines
such as these show how the public was interpreting sporting events. Reactions of many other
African American newspaper outlets also followed the signing of Robinson closely.26 Another
newspaper outlet, The AFRO, was also an African American newspaper outlet at the time and it
was sending out a narrative to the African American community that was unlike any other.27 This
narrative they sent out was crucial to what would happen with Robinson and his success in the
MLB.
For example, the response from the African American community was overwhelmingly
positive. Newspaper sports columns were sending out the message of the importance of African
Americans behaving responsibly at games.28 Burroughs included from The AFRO, “let us not
boo when he is hit intentionally or walked intentionally by the pitcher. It is all in the game.”29
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This idea that Robinson was a “guinea pig in baseball's racial experiment” was just that.30 Not
only was the press focused on Robinson himself but it was focused on the African American
community as a whole following Robinson’s signing and the experiment that was the breaking of
the color line.
Another common message was being sent throughout The Defender, The AFRO and The
Pittsburgh Courier in newsprint to the African American community, stated in the Pittsburgh
Courier f rom its editor William G. Nunn,  “Remember…today for Negro America, whose
symbol is Jackie Robinson… is on trial! Mr. Rickey opened the door, and Jackie’s foot is in!
Whether he meets the latest challenge will depend on how you act… whether you take it ‘in
stride’ or you make fools of yourselves.”31 Robinson was looked upon as a test subject in
baseball's experiment.32 This reveals that there was some kind of anxiety coming from the
African American community regarding acceptance and should be considered in the research of
this topic. This can only be truly understood through the coverage from newspaper sources from
the time which otherwise could be missed.
Robinson however was doing his part on the field to help his emergence into the Major
League. Robinson in his 1947 opening season was changing the lives and ideals of his
teammates.33 Patrick Henry in “Jackie Robinson Athlete and American Par Excellence” discusses
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how the worse the crowd was to Robinson, the closer their team became.34 The 1947 Brooklyn
Dodgers team was the first racially integrated team in the MLB and the perfect subject for the
breaking of the color line.35 Lyle Spatz brings forth a fact that because of Robinson this team set
single game attendance records and skyrocketed product advertisements.36
Headlines from April 19th, 1945 in the Pittsburgh Courier ranged from “Jackie Scores
Winning Run” to “Robbies Bunt Turns Tide” to “Jackie Romps Home from Second Base as
26,000 Cheer.”37 African American presses generally covered Robinson positively, usually never
using the color of his skin. Clearly the most famous headlines discussed Robinson’s
achievements and rarely his downfalls. However other newspapers were not as positive.
Surprisingly not only towards Robinson, but the president of the Dodgers, Rickey. In 1945 at the
signing of Robinson, Rickey at a MLB owners meeting was said to have ruined baseball by the
owners of teams.38 Rickey was referred to as the “John Brown” of baseball,39 nicknamed “el
cheapo.”40 By the Peoples Source o n November 3, 1945,  Rickey was discussed with such
language as being named “a carpetbagger and a niggerr lover.” 41 The press relating towards the
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signing of Robinson varied in language used and whom they attacked. The attack from news
sources focused on Rickey is one that seems to be left out of the narrative of Robinson’s story
and is intriguing to see why white headliners would rather attack Rickey than Robinson who was
seen as the “other” in this situation.
Robinson was still however subject to his own abuse on the field. Between his opening
season in 1947 and his final season in 1954 he was hit by pitches a whopping sixty-five times in
his career.42 Robinson was able to overcome the racism he was put through. He achieved Rookie
of the Year honors in 1947, which is a very high honor in Major League Baseball.43 He batted
.297, scored 125 runs, and led the league in 29 stolen bases.44 In Robinson’s rookie season, the
Brooklyn Dodgers would also make it to the World Series, but fall to the Yankees after taking
them to seven games.45
The duo of Robinson and Rickey had an immense impact on the Dodgers organization,
however, an even greater impact on society. Robinson is thought to have changed the lives of
African Americans drastically and the coverage of newspapers following his emergence in the
Major League is the first to attest to that. Andrew O’Toole, historian, wrote in his book The Best
Man Plays in 2003, “The experience of blacks… as a country evolved to a truer representation
of promises it was founded upon.”46
To truly understand the significance of Robinson breaking the color line it takes looking
into the first initial reactions of newspaper outlets to gain a fuller perspective of this. Throughout
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this research it has shown that without Branch Rickey, Robinson would not have had the chance
to achieve this.47 Without the African American newspaper coverage of Robinson’s emergence
into the Major League and their narrative of persuading the community to accept him no matter
what happens, again this would not have happened.48 Throughout the study of the initial
reactions of various newspaper sources, there is one prevalent answer to the previously stated
hypothesis. The initial newspaper coverage was actually overwhelmingly positive towards
Robinson. Was this due to his personality, his achievements, or a combination of both? Through
this research it leads to one answer.
Robinson being the person he was, coming into the Major League at the specific time he
did following World War II, and the role of Branch Rickey, created a special combination of
traits that led newspapers to react to him the way they did. The trifecta of these three things were
unstoppable. As a result of this combination and reactions Robinson was able to break the color
line and excel as the first African American in the Major League and had the support of
thousands behind him. Though the initial hypothesis stated in this paper was not one hundred
percent correct, through this research many many more questions have been answered.
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